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ABSTRACT
Transcript profiling using DNA microarray was applied to 48 F2 tomato plants in which
resistance to late blight disease caused by Phytophthora infestans segregates. The DNA
microarray was designed using the publicly available cDNA library of Solanum
lycopersicum and contains probes for 26,981 transcripts out of the total of 33,840
transcripts in the library. A group of 180 F2 tomato plants, derived from a cross between
FL8059 (late blight susceptible fresh market tomato Solanum lycopersicum) and
PSLP151 (late blight resistant accession of wild type tomato Solanum pimpinellifolium),
were evaluated for resistance to late blight by inoculation with P. infestans (US-13) in the
greenhouse. Prior to inoculation, healthy leaf tissues were collected from all of the F2
plants. The 24 most resistant and 24 most susceptible F2 plants were selected for RNA
extraction and microarray hybridization. Genes that were differentially expressed
between the two pools of resistant and susceptible F2 plants were defined as traitassociated gene expression markers (TAGEMs) and identified by differential expression
analysis of the microarray data. Of the 26,981 transcripts probed on the arrays, 269 were
identified as TAGEMs associated with the inheritance of late blight resistance. The 269
transcripts were mapped on the tomato genome based on the published tomato genome
sequence. Clusters of the transcripts on specific locations of the chromosomes were
found on 11 of 12 tomato chromosomes. The clustered TAGEMs had a combination of
positive and negative associations with late blight resistance. No obvious patterns of
functions of the TAGEMs were found based on the annotations. However, a few disease
resistance-associated genes were identified among the TAGEMs. The TAGEM clustering
regions identified in this study can be targeted for genetic marker identification to support
tomato late blight resistance QTL mapping in this segregating population. The discovery
of multiple TAGEM clusters indicates that this late blight resistance is probably
controlled by more than one single QTL locus. Some of the TAGEM clusters might
represent minor QTLs that play a role in late blight resistance.
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1.1 Tomato
Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum), one of the most economically important vegetable
crops in the world, is widely consumed in daily diets. They are not only used as fresh
ingredients in various recipes, but also processed into different kinds of products such as
paste, whole peeled tomatoes, diced products, sauce, juices and soups (Labate et al.,
2007). The United States is one of the leading producer countries of tomatoes, following
China and India, with a production of 1.25 million metric tonnes (MT) in 2011
(FAOSTAT 2011; http://faostat.fao.org/site/339/default.aspx). The large volume of fresh
and processed tomatoes consumed by the American people makes tomato rank highly as
a source of vitamins, minerals and phenolic antioxidants in the U.S. diet (Foolad, 2007).
Tomato is also the favorite crop plant for gardening in families (Foolad, 2007). The
popularity of tomato has promoted the research efforts on breeding of tomato cultivars
with improved characteristics in traits such as flavor, shape, disease resistance etc.
Tomato is also a model plant of the Solanaceae family and is intensively used in genetics
research due to its relatively simple diploid genome (Szczechura et al., 2011). The whole
genome of the domesticated tomato cultivar ‘Heinz 1076’ was published in 2012 and was
reported to be approximately 900 megabases, consisting about 35,000 protein-coding
genes on the 12 chromosomes (Sato et al., 2012). The release of a tomato genome
promotes comparative genomics researches on the Solanaceae, and also facilitates genetic
marker development in tomato (Shirasawa and Hirakawa, 2013), which aids in tomato
breeding.

1.2 Late blight
Disease is one of the most important factors that decrease tomato production and quality.
Tomato is the host to over 200 diseases caused by pathogenic fungi, bacteria, viruses and
nematodes (Foolad, 2007). Late blight (LB), which is caused by the oomycete
Phytophthora infestans, is a devastating disease of both cultivated tomato and potato
(Solanum tuberosum). It is well known as the cause of the Irish Potato Famine from 1845
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to 1850 (Andrivon, 1996). Sporangia produced in the asexual cycle of P. infestans can
disperse aerially and grow on susceptible plant tissues, leading to a rapid population
growth and thus large scale of infection in the field (Fry, 2008). In tomato, P. infestans
can infect seeds and all above ground parts including leaves, stem, and fruits, and
eventually lead to plant death (http://www.nysipm.cornell.edu/publications/blight/). Once
being infected, the whole plant can be devastated within 7-10 days (Merk and Foolad,
2012). Until the late 1970s, cultural practices and heavy application of fungicides were
the major measures to control the disease in tomatoes (Foolad et al., 2008). However,
usage of fungicide has introduced problems of fungicide resistance of pathogens and
severe environmental effects such as water contamination and even food contamination,
which necessitates breeding efforts of tomato cultivars with disease resistance to P.
infestans.

1.3 Late blight resistance in tomato
There are two categories of disease resistance: race-specific and race-nonspecific
resistance. The race-specific resistance is also known as qualitative resistance, in which
one single gene confers the resistance function to the host plant. The host resistance gene
(R gene) encodes a specific gene product that specifies resistance to a pathogen carrying
a specific gene product, which is also known as an avirulence (avr) gene. This
phenomenon was defined as “gene-for-gene” resistance by H. H. Flor when he was
studying interactions between flax and flax rust (Flor, 1971). As the name suggests, racespecific resistance can only confer resistance to disease caused by one or a limited
number of races of a pathogen. However, when pathogens evolve by altering the specific
avr gene under the pressure of resistant plants, the single gene resistance will be easily
overcome. Race-nonspecific resistance, also known as quantitative resistance, is
controlled by more than one gene and offers resistance to multiple races of a pathogen,
which makes it more stable and durable compared to race-specific resistance (Foolad et
al., 2008).
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Efforts have been made by researchers to identify LB resistance genes in tomato. Wild
tomato species are used as a source of disease resistance in many breeding projects
because of their high levels of genetic diversity. Solanum pimpinellifolium, also known as
the currant tomato, is a red-fruited wild tomato species which is closely related to the
cultivated tomato (Foolad, 2007). The ease of crosses between S. pimpinellifolium and S.
lycopersicum also makes it a useful resource for tomato breeding (Foolad, 2007). Several
race-specific major resistance genes have been identified in the resistant accessions of S.
pimpinellifolium (Foolad et al., 2008). The first reported tomato LB resistance gene, Ph-1,
confers complete resistance to P. infestans race T-0. However, T-0 is no longer the
predominant race of P. infestans in the field and Ph-1 has been overcome by new races of
the pathogen. A second resistance gene, Ph-2, provides only incomplete resistance to P.
infestans. More aggressive P. infestans races have also been discovered that overcome
Ph-2. A third resistance gene, Ph-3, is reported to be a strong resistance gene that
provides resistance to a wide range of P. infestans races, including those that have
overcome Ph-1 and Ph-2. Although Ph-3 is effective against a wide range of P.infestans
isolates, some new isolates that are able to overcome this resistance gene have emerged
(Foolad et al., 2008). Recently, a new screening of S. pimpinellifolium accessions and a
selective genotyping approach identified two genomic regions on tomato chromosomes 1
and 10 in one accession that was associated with resistance to an aggressive isolate of
P.infestans (Merk et al., 2012). The fact that race-specific resistance can be quickly
broken down by new races of pathogen necessitates greater efforts focusing on
identification, mapping and introgression of the Quantitative Trait Loci (QTLs)
controlling tomato race-nonspecific resistance.

1.4 QTL mapping and breeding
QTLs are regions in the genome that contain genes associated with a quantitative trait
(Collard et al., 2005). Quantitative traits are characteristics that are controlled by several
genes and can be significantly influenced by environmental effects (Brooker, 2009). Most
of the characteristics of interest in plant such as fruit size and disease resistance are
quantitative traits (Brooker, 2009). Identification of QTLs, namely QTL mapping, is one
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of the most powerful tools in plant breeding. In QTL mapping, a segregating population
different for the trait of interest will be developed. In self-pollinating plants such as
tomato, two inbred lines that are homozygous and contrast to each other in the trait of
interest are hybridized to generate F1 population (Foolad, 2007). The segregating F2
population will then be generated by self-hybridization of the F1. F1 plants can also be
backcrossed to either of the two inbred parent lines to get BC1 populations. Both F2 and
BC1 populations can serve as mapping populations in QTL mapping.
Genetic markers which present polymorphisms in two parent lines and are inherited in
simple Mendelian fashion are used in QTL mapping (Collard et al., 2005). Locations of
genes controlling the trait of interest are determined by identifying genetic markers that
are closely linked to them, which is known as marker-QTL linkage analysis. In a QTL
mapping study, the mapping population is firstly partitioned based on the genotype of a
specific marker. Phenotyping of the trait of interest will then be conducted and
phenotypic means of the groups separated based on the genotyping process will be
determined. If there is a significant difference between the phenotypic means of the
groups, it indicates that the marker is linked to the QTL controlling the trait (Collard et al.,
2005). On the other hand, ‘Selective Genotyping’ approach, which is based on the change
of marker allele frequencies at two phenotypic tails of the whole mapping population, has
been used and reported to be more useful for marker-QTL linkage studies that aim at
analyzing a single trait (Darvasi and Soller, 1992; Foolad et al., 1997).
The specific genetic positions of markers and distance between them along the
chromosomes are shown as linkage maps. Once genetic markers tightly linked to QTL
are identified, the genetic position of the QTL can be known from linkage maps. The
more saturated a linkage map is, the more useful it will be for QTL mapping. In addition
to QTL mapping, genetic markers also play an important role in Marker-Assisted
Selection (MAS) in breeding. Instead of selecting trait of interest by phenotyping as
traditional breeding does, MAS identifies the presence of the trait based on genotypes of
the linked markers (Foolad and Panthee, 2012). When phenotypic selection is not
available or expensive, or under other conditions such as the trait heritability is low, MAS
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will be more efficient and accurate comparing to the traditional breeding methods
(Foolad and Panthee, 2012). The importance of genetic markers in molecular genetics
and breeding has continuously promoted the development of tomato genetic markers.

1.5 Genetic markers
Morphological and biochemical markers are the first two generations of genetic markers
used by breeders. In tomato, 41 isozymic markers have been identified, of which 36 have
been mapped onto the tomato genome (Foolad, 2007). However, both morphological and
biochemical markers are not stable in different environment or developmental stages of
plants and limited in number. Unlike these classic genetic markers, DNA markers are
phenotypically neutral and abundant (Collard et al., 2005). DNA markers including
hybridization-based markers, polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based markers and DNA
sequence-based markers are widely used nowadays. RFLP (Restriction Fragment Length
Polymorphism) markers were the first used DNA markers in tomato. There have been
more than 1,000 RFLPs identified in tomato, and most of them have been mapped onto
the 12 tomato chromosomes (Tanksley et al., 1992). However, the large amount of DNA
and enzyme, as well as time and labor required in the southern-blotting in RFLP
identification is a shortcoming of RFLPs and has promoted the development of other
types of DNA markers. PCR-based DNA markers including CAPS (Cleaved Amplified
Polymorphic Sequence), RAPD (Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA), AFLP
(Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism) have been widely developed and mapped in
tomato because they are cheaper, faster, and less labor intensive (Shirasawa and
Hirakawa, 2013). With the release of sequence information such as ESTs (Expressed
Sequence Tag) and BAC-ends (Bacterial Artificial Chromosome), SSR (Simple Sequence
Repeats) markers are also widely used nowadays. The fact that SSRs are multi-allelic,
transferable among distantly related species and easier to use makes them advantageous
in genetic and genomic research (Powell et al., 1996). In tomato, more than 20,000 SSR
markers have been developed from EST and BAC-end sequences (Shirasawa and
Hirakawa, 2013).
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The release of tomato genome sequence has also facilitated the identification of DNA
sequence-based markers such as SNP (Single Nucleotide Polymorphism) and InDels
(Insertion and Deletion polymorphism), which are generated by single base changes or
insertion and deletion. These markers are widely spread in the genome and are suitable
for high-throughput genotyping (Labate et al., 2007). SNPs, for example, are estimated
to contribute 90% of the genetic variation in any organism (Gupta et al., 2008). Another
important advantage is that they are able to detect polymorphism among closely related
individuals within species (Labate et al., 2007). The development of next-generation
sequencing (NGS) technologies have made discovery of SNPs and InDels easier and
more cost-effective. However, even though there has been a decrease in the cost of DNA
sequencing, sequencing many individual genomes to discover the whole genome
variation within a species is still expensive for most laboratories (Gresham et al., 2008).
New technologies that can reduce cost and increase efficiency are therefore needed for
discovery of DNA markers.
DNA microarrays have provided new practical approaches for genetic marker discovery.
Usage of microarrays by hybridization of genomic DNA with oligonucleotide array
covering the entire genome has emerged to detect genomic variation among individual
variants (Gresham et al., 2008). In this method, SFPs (Single Feature Polymorphism)
derived from SNPs or InDels are believed to have decreased signal intensity of
hybridization when compared to an exact match, thus can be measured as genomic
variation (Hazen and Kay, 2003). DNA microarrays can also be used to detect difference
of expression level of individual genes between parents of a segregating population using
cDNA as targets. Gene Expression Markers (GEM) thus are defined as genes that show
significant difference in their transcripts level in the parent lines (West et al., 2006). Their
expression data in the segregating population will exhibit bimodal distribution (West et
al., 2006).
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1.6 Study background
In a previous research of our lab, DNA microarray transcription profiling was applied to
48 individual F1 apple trees from a interspecific cross of two highly heterozygous parents
to identify genes whose expression levels are associated with the phenotypes of powdery
mildew (Podosphaera leucotricha) resistance and woolly apple aphid resistance (Jensen
et al., submitted). These F1 individuals segregate in both traits of powdery mildew
resistance and woolly apple aphid resistance. 30 and 7 transcripts whose expression
levels were related to the powdery mildew resistance and woolly apple aphid resistance
were identified respectively (Fig. 1). These transcripts were defined as Trait Associated
Gene Expression Markers (TAGEMs). Interestingly, 19 of these transcripts were
discovered to cluster within 5Mb of the major known powdery mildew resistance QTL.
Similarly, of 7 transcripts that are associated with woolly apple aphid resistance, 3 were
within about 1 Mb of a major woolly apple aphid resistance QTL. This clustering
phenomenon, if confirmed, will be very helpful for genetic marker identification in a
molecular breeding project because one will not need to conduct a random genome-wide
marker discovery, which is both time-consuming and costly; instead, the TAGEM
clustering regions will be targeted for marker development since they are expected to be
in the vicinity of loci controlling the trait of interest.
In this study, a transcription profiling of 48 tomato F2 individuals segregating in
resistance to late blight disease at a 1:1 ratio of resistant to susceptible plants was
conducted using a DNA microarray. Genes whose transcript abundances in healthy
tomato leaves are associated with the late blight disease resistance (TAGEMs) were
identified using differential expression analysis of the microarray data and the TAGEMs
clustering phenomenon was examined based on their physical positions on the tomato
genome.
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Fig. 1: Apple TAGEMs associated with powdery mildew resistance and woolly apple
aphid resistance were clustering on the 12th chromosome and 17th chromosome of the
apple genome.
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Fig. 2: 19 of the 30 TAGEMs associated with powdery mildew resistance were clustering
within 5Mb of the major known powdery mildew resistance QTL. 3 of the 7 transcripts
associated with woolly apple aphid resistance are within about 1Mb of a major woolly
apple aphid resistance QTL.
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2.1 Plant materials
Plants from a F2 segregating population, which was developed by hybridizing a late
blight resistant accession of wild type tomato Solanum pimpinellifolium PSLP151 with
the late blight susceptible fresh market tomato Solanum lycopersicum FL8059 and selfpollinating the F1 progenies, were examined in collaboration with Dr. Majid Foolad’s lab.
In the late blight screening, both of the parent lines and another resistant accession of S.
pimpinellifolium PSLP150 were used as control genotypes. Plants were all grown in the
greenhouse on campus of the Penn State University at University Park, PA.

2.2 Late blight screening
Seven-week-old tomato seedlings were used in the disease screening. To ensure the
reliability of F2 screening results, F3 plants were generated from selected resistant and
susceptible F2 plants to run a second screening. For the F3 screening, six F3 plants were
screened for each F2 family and a Randomized Complete Block Design (RCBD) was
used. F3 plants and control genotypes were grown in two groups as replications, which
were placed on two separate benches on the right and left sides of the greenhouse.
The late blight inoculation protocol, and two aggressive P.infestans isolates US-13 and
US-23 were provided by Dr. Majid Foolad’s lab. Inoculum was prepared by growing
pathogens on late blight susceptible tomato leaflets at around 21℃ before screening. The
leaflets were placed in sterile 9-cm Petri dishes, which contained a thin layer of 1.7%
water agar and were placed upside down, to ensure enough humidity during pathogen
growth. The Petri dishes were placed in a tray with wet paper towel on the bottom and
then wrapped in a plastic bag to maintain high humidity. After 7-10 days, the leaflets
were collected in a beaker with chilled water. Sporangia grown on the leaflets were
dislodged by shaking and squeezing. Sporangia concentration was estimated using a
haemacytometer under a light microscope. Late blight sporangia suspensions with a
concentration of 10,000 sporangia/ml were finally prepared for the inoculation.
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Prior to the inoculation, plants were preconditioned by keeping them under temperature
of 16℃ and relative humidity of 100% for about 7 hours. The sides and roof of the
greenhouse were covered with black and opaque curtains to avoid direct sun light
exposure. High-pressure foggers were used to maintain high humidity and plastic sheets
were hung around the benches to protect plants from the water sprayed from the foggers.
For the inoculation, plants were firstly sprayed with water thoroughly. After 30 minutes,
plants were inoculated by spraying sporangia suspension evenly over the entire plant. A
second spaying of equal amount of sporangia suspension was conducted after another 30
minutes. The temperature was maintained between 16℃  and 18℃ and the relative
humidity at 100%. About 7 days after inoculation, symptoms became evident. Plants
were evaluated and scored based on the foliar disease severity using a scale of 0-100,
where 0 indicated the absence of foliar infection and 100 indicated a complete defoliation
caused by LB infection (Merk and Foolad, 2012).

2.3 RNA extraction
It should be noted that TAGEMs in this study were transcripts whose steady-state
expression levels in healthy tomato tissues were correlated with late blight resistance
phenotype. Before the late blight disease screening, the third leaves of all the 180 healthy
5-week-old tomato F2 plants were collected. Leaves were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen
and stored at -80℃. Once the F2 and F3 screening results were confirmed, 48 targeted
samples (24 resistant plants and 24 susceptible plants) were retrieved from the -80℃
freezer and ground with a mortar and pestle chilled in advance with liquid nitrogen. Total
RNA of the 48 samples was extracted using an E.Z.N.A. Plant RNA Kit (Omega Bio-tek,


Norcross, GA, USA).

2.4 DNA microarrays
A custom, two-channel Nimblegen DNA microarray was used in this study. A total of
26,981 transcripts (Supplementary file) were selected from 33,840 transcripts in a
publicly available cDNA collection of S. lycopersicum provided by the International
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Tomato

Genome

Sequencing

(http://solgenomics.net/organism/Solanum_lycopersicum/genome).

Project
Transcripts

were

randomly selected based on their physical positions to make sure they are evenly
distributed among the 12 tomato chromosomes. Sequence information of the 26,981
transcripts was then sent to NimbleGen (Roche, Madison, WI, USA) for probe design and
array manufacture. NimbleGen proprietary software was used to identify perfectly
matched

60-mer

oligonucleotides

probes

for

each

transcript.

Five

60-mer

oligonucleotides probes were identified for each of the 26,981 transcripts, four for 44
transcripts, three for 37 transcripts, two for 50 transcripts and one for 66 transcripts.

2.5 Microarray hybridization
About 2ug total RNA for each tomato leave tissue sample were sent to the Penn State
Genomics Core Facility at University Park, PA for cDNA synthesis and microarray
hybridization. Two 12-plex arrays were used for the targeted 48 samples. Since they were
two-channel microarrays, a resistant sample and a susceptible sample were paired up for
each sub-array (plex). For the first array, susceptible samples were labeled with Cy5 dye
and resistant samples were labeled with Cy3 dye. Dyes were swapped for the other array
(Fig. 3). The arrays were washed and scanned after hybridization. Images were then burst
and gridded. Reports for data analysis were generated by the NimbleScan Software. XYS
files that contain intensities were provided for final data analysis in the end.

Fig. 3: Design of the microarray. Resistant samples labeled with Cy5 dye were paired
with susceptible samples labeled with Cy3 dye on each sub-array of the first array. Dyes
were swapped between resistant and susceptible samples on the second array.
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2.6 Microarray data analysis
Microarray data analysis was performed using R Bioconductor software. The Robust
Multi-array Average (RMA) method in the ‘oligo’ package (Carvalho and Irizarry, 2004)
was used for background correction, quantile normalization and summarization of
multiple probes for each transcript. The differential expression analysis between resistant
and susceptible samples was conducted using empirical Bayes analysis of variance
(ANOVA) provided by the LIMMA (Linear Models for Microarray Data) package
(Smith, 2005). P-values of the analysis were then converted to q-value using the ‘q-value’
package (Dabney et al., 2008). The detailed R commands used in data analysis are
included in the Appendix A.

2.7 TAGEMs identification
TAGEMs were identified using the same approach as for the apple TAGEMs
identification in our lab (Jensen et al., submitted). TAGEM associated with late blight
resistance were defined as transcripts whose expression levels are statistically
significantly different between the late blight resistant group and the susceptible groups
with a q-value < 0.05 (Jensen et al. submitted). Since the physical locations of the
transcripts probed on the microarray were provided by the International Tomato Genome
Sequencing Project, genome locations of the TAGEMs were acquired and used to draw a
chromosome map to examine the TAGEM clustering phenomenon.
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3.1 Late blight screening
When the symptoms of control plants became evident (Fig. 4), plants were evaluated
based on the percentage of damage the disease caused on plant leaves. Of the 180 F2
plants (Fig. 5), 41 resistant plants scored from 50-98 and 37 susceptible plants scored
from 0-5 were reserved (Fig. 6) and advanced to the F3 population through selfpollination. The resulting F3 population was then processed to a second late blight
screening to test the results of first screening. Only F2 lines that showed consistent
disease resistance ratings in their F3 progenies were selected as targeted lines for
microarray analysis. Based on results of the second screening, we selected 24 plants for
the resistant group. As for the susceptible group, not all susceptible F2 lines showed
consistent susceptible phenotype in their F3 progenies. Therefore, another 6 susceptible
F2 plants, which did not survive after the first screening and thus were not reserved to
generate F3 progenies for the second screening, were included in the susceptible group
because they all showed high disease susceptibility in the first screening. In total, 24
plants were selected for the susceptible group. A total of 48 F2 plants were finally
selected for total RNA extraction and microarray hybridization.
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Fig. 4: Disease response of the control genotypes to late blight after inoculation. a: late
blight resistant parent PSLP151; b: late blight resistant control PSLP150; c: late blight
susceptible parent FL8059; d: necrosis caused by late blight on a tomato leaflet.
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Fig. 5: Frequency distribution of disease severity of the F2 population (n=180). Disease
severity was measured as percentage of foliar infection by LB of the whole plant, using a
scale of 0-100, where 0 indicated the absence of foliar infection and 100 indicated a
complete defoliation.

3.2 RNA extraction
Once the late blight screening results were confirmed, total RNA of the targeted 48 were
extracted immediately. RNA quality was determined on a BioAnalyzer in the Penn State
Genomics Core Facility at University Park, PA. RNA integrity number (RIN) was used to
measure total RNA quality with a scale from 10 (intact) to 1 (totally degraded)
(Schroeder et al., 2006). The minimum RIN value of RNA sample group required by the
genomics facility is 7 within the range of 1. The RNA samples used for microarray
analysis in this project all had high, consistent RIN values ranging from 7.6 to 8.6. A total
of 2ug RNA for each sample of the 48 samples (Table 1&2) was sent for microarray
hybridization, and the remaining RNAs were stored at -80℃.
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Array 1
Cy5
Plant ID

F2 Score

242-S
237-S
332-S
279-S
340-S
267-S
246-S
245-S
223-S
233-S
207-S
199-S

75
75
65
90
65
50
60
98
85
80
95
100

Array 2
Cy5
Plant ID

F2 Score

328-R
293-R
266-R
220-R
254-R
270-R
256-R
319-R
217-R
257-R
219-R
218-R

3
1
5
5
1
5
5
5
2
5
3
3

F3 Score
Avg
SD
85.83 22.24
99.58
1.44
99.50
0.90
99.17
1.95
99.25
1.54
72.50 36.59
100.00 0.00
98.33
2.46
50.00 29.54
-

RIN

Cy3
Plant ID

F2 Score

8.0
8.2
7.8
7.8
8.6
7.6
8.1
8.2
7.8
8.6
8.5
7.9

291-R
259-R
301-R
302-R
260-R
286-R
247-R
226-R
335-R
297-R
294-R
221-R

0
5
0
3
5
3
5
5
5
2
5
5

F3 Score
Avg
SD
34.17 29.76
36.42 32.10
38.42 36.41
47.75 29.65
30.42 24.74
30.42 23.01
31.25 30.61
31.42 27.56
39.58 24.26
40.25 41.70
39.33 31.71
46.25 26.47

RIN

Cy3
Plant ID

F2 Score

7.8
7.7
7.8
8.2
7.9
8.4
7.9
7.9
7.9
8.0
8.0
8.1

299-S-2
350-S
202-S
249-S
272-S
311-S
191-S
275-S
234-S
243-S
211-S
239-S-2

80
80
60
80
95
50
90
60
85
98
75
98

F3 Score
Avg
SD
5.25
2.60
6.75
7.64
16.00 22.15
17.25 15.63
19.67 27.57
26.83 28.02
28.25 31.40
28.33 27.91
52.92 43.49
54.58 42.80
55.67 37.78
56.67 35.70

RIN

F3 Score
Avg
SD
77.92 33.61
71.25 30.76
66.91 37.63
83.58 26.19
100.00 0.00
85.50 27.28
99.17
1.95
90.58 11.78
34.17 26.61
-

RIN

8.0
8.2
7.8
7.8
8.6
7.6
8.0
8.0
7.5
8.6
8.3
7.7

	
  

7.8
7.7
7.7
8.5
7.9
8.4
8.3
8.3
7.9
8.1
8.2
8.3

Table 1&2: List of the 48 samples on the first array. Resistant and susceptible samples
were paired up on each sub-array. Susceptible samples were labeled with Cy5 dyes and
resistant samples were labeled were labeled with Cy3 dyes in the first array, while the
dyes were swapped in the second array. Scores reflecting disease severity of the plants
with a scale from 0 (absence of foliar infection) to 100 (complete defoliation) in F2 and
F3 screening were shown. RIN values of RNA extracted from the samples with a scale
from 10 (intact) to 1 (totally degraded) were also shown in the table.
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3.3 TAGEMs identification
The original microarray data was normalized and summarized. Box plot (Fig. 6) and
smoothed histogram (Fig. 7) of the normalized data are shown. According to the results
of differential expression analysis, 269 transcripts (q-value < 0.05) representing
TAGEMs associated with late blight disease resistance were identified, which scattered
among the 12 tomato chromosomes (Fig. 8). Physical positions of the genes encoding
these transcripts on the tomato chromosome were provided by the International Tomato
Annotation Group (ITAG). A chromosome map was drawn to examine the TAGEM
clustering phenomenon. As a result, clusters of TAGEMs were shown on all the 11
chromosomes except the 11th chromosome (Fig. 9; Table 2). Interestingly, most of the
clusters were located on the ends of the chromosomes. TAGEMs in the clusters had
either higher expression levels (M-value > 0) or lower expression levels (M-value < 0) in
resistant plants comparing to susceptible plants. Gene annotations of the TAGEMs did
not show obvious associations between TAGEMs and the trait of late blight resistance
except for four transcripts (Table 3), which had higher expression level in resistant plants,
showing potential to be involved in late blight resistance. Of those four transcripts, two
(Solyc04g039980_2_1 and Solyc12g097010_1_1) were annotated to encode the leucinerich repeat (LRR), which is an important domain of plant disease resistance (R) proteins
involved in specific protein-protein interaction, peptide-ligand binding and protein
carbohydrate interaction (Dangl and Jones, 2001). One transcript (Solyc02g080530_2_1)
was annotated to encode peroxidase, which has been reported to be induced during plant
defense in response to pathogen infection (Golubenko et al., 2007). Another transcript
(Solyc06g054320_1_1) was annotated to encode a plant disease resistance response
protein.
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Fig. 6: Box-plot of the microarray data before and after normalization.
Histogram after RMA without normalization
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Fig. 7: Histogram of the microarray data before and after normalization.
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Fig. 8: Number of TAGEMs on the 12 tomato chromosomes.

Table 3: Statistics of TAGEMs on the 12 tomato chromosomes.
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Fig. 9: Physically clustering TAGEMs on the 12 tomato chromosomes. Some of the
TAGEMs associated with late blight resistance have higher expression levels in resistant
plants (blue bars) and some have lower expression levels (red bars).

Table 4: Transcripts related to plant disease resistance according to gene annotations.
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Chapter 4
Discussion and Future Directions
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In this study, genes whose expression levels were associated with late blight resistance in
a segregating F2 tomato population were found to be clustered on 11 chromosomes on the
tomato 12-chromosome genome. Based on the previous research where apple TAGEMs
associated with powdery mildew resistance and woolly apple aphid resistance were
discovered to be clustered in the vicinity of major QTLs controlling these traits, the
TAGEM clusters identified in this study have potential to be used to develop genetic
markers linked with late blight resistance QTL, thus facilitate the tomato late blight
resistance QTL mapping.
The identification of genetic markers is a crucial step in molecular breeding. Many
genetic resources have been developed for tomato, such as the identification of 62,576
nonredundant SNPs in tomato based on NGS-derived transcriptome sequence of six
tomato accessions and two Sanger-derived EST collections (Hamilton et al., 2012).
However, these polymorphisms have not been developed into tractable genetic markers
for the F2 population from the cross of S. pimpinellifolium PSLP151 and S. lycopersicum
FL8059. In a particular breeding project involving parent lines whose linkage map has
not been developed, researchers need to conduct a genome-wide identification of
polymorphic markers for the marker-QTL linkage analysis. Identification of TAGEMs
could facilitate this process because a substantial numb
er of TAGEMs are expected to locate in the vicinity of their associated trait loci. The
physical locations of TAGEMs thus could help guiding identification of genetic markers
linked to the QTL(s) controlling late blight resistance, which is an advantage over
identifying genetic markers randomly on the whole tomato genome. This could also
facilitate the genotyping step of linkage studies because fewer genetic markers would
need to be genotyped compared to genotyping markers distributed throughout the 12
chromosomes of tomato genome.
Furthermore, in this study, the differentially expressed genes identified as TAGEMs can
also provide information about possible mechanisms of tomato late blight resistance. For
example, transcripts Solyc04g039980_2_1 and Solyc12g097010_1_1 which had positive
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association with the late blight resistance trait were annotated to be orthologs of LRR
proteins, indicating that they may play a role in pathogen perception in the disease
defence signaling pathway. Transcript Solyc02g080530_2_1 was annotated to be an
ortholog of peroxidase, which is referred to as a class of pathogenesis-related (PR)
proteins because of its role in catalyzing the cross-linking of cell wall components and
synthesis of phytoalexins (Almagro et al., 2009). Expression patterns of these genes in
resistant and susceptible tomato leaves when inoculated with late blight can be tested as a
follow-up experiment using quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR). Genes that display
significantly different expression levels in response to late blight can be further studied
by functional analysis to explore possible mechanism underlying late blight resistance.
The present study is different from the TAGEMs clustering phenomenon in apple (Jensen
et al., submitted) in that more TAGEMs and clusters of the TAGEMs were identified
among the 12 chromosomes of tomato genome. This difference is likely because in the
apple TAGEM study, powdery mildew resistance and woolly apple aphid resistance were
both simple dominant trait controlled by single major QTL; the tomato late blight
resistance, on the other hand, may be controlled by more than one single QTL loci, thus
more TAGEMs and TAGEM clusters were discovered. In addition, extremely resistant
and susceptible plants were selected for microarray hybridization in this study. The
extreme phenotypes of plants may also contribute to identification of minor QTLs in the
genome and therefore more TAGEM clusters.
The mechanism underlying TAGEM clustering is not clear for now. The expression
levels of TAGEMs may be inherited from the parent lines, which can be tested by
detecting expression levels of TAGEM genes in the parent lines by qPCR. To better
understand TAGEM phenomenon, promoter sequences of the TAGEM genes showing
same expression pattern (up- or down- regulation) in the microarray data can also be
acquired by PCR of the parent lines, and analyzed to identify and compare their
transcription factor binding sites using bioinformatics software such as the promoter
analysis

and

interaction

network

toolset

(PAINT)

(Gonye

et

al.,

2007;

http://www.dbi.tju.edu/dbi/tools/paint/index.php).
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So far, TAGEMs clustering within QTL controlling the associated trait is only discovered
in tree system. This phenomenon, if further confirmed in tomato late blight resistance
trait by identifying TAGEM-based marker associated with late blight resistance QTLs,
can be applied to tomato breeding project for other traits. For other crop systems where
few genetic resources are available, TAGEM technique can be useful in immediate
identification of linked genetic markers for gene mapping in the absence of a linkage map
by developing a transcriptome profile of a segregating population and subsequent marker
development based on sequences of TAGEM clustering regions, which will save a lot of
time for usually long-term breeding projects.
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Appendix A
R commands for microarray data analysis
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# Generate a Nimblegen Annotation Data Frame using package “pdInfoBuilder”.
R> library(pdInfoBuilder)
R> (ndf<-list.files(pattern=".ndf",full.names=TRUE))
R> (xys<-list.files(pattern=".xys",full.names=TRUE)[1])
R> seed<-new("NgsExpressionPDInfoPkgSeed",ndfFile=ndf, xysFile=xys,author="Xin
Lin", email="xxl153@psu.edu", biocViews="AnnotationData",organism="Tomato",
species="Solanum lycopersicum")
R> makePdInfoPackage(seed,destDir=".")
# Get the location of the XYS files that contain the densities.
R> xys.files<-list.xysfiles(full.names=TRUE)
# Read the XYS files.
R> xysfiles<-read.xysfiles(xys.files, pkgname="pd.121114.slycop.tm.exp")
# Normalization using package oligo.
R> library(oligo)
R> eset<-rma(xysfiles,normalize=TRUE)
# Write the expression values to disk in a tab-delimited text file.
R> exdat<-exprs(eset)
# Model matrix for a two-group comparison.
R> design<-model.matrix(~0+factor(c( 1,
2, 1,
2,
2,
1,
1,
2,
1,
2,
1,
2,
1,
2,
1,
2,
1,
2,
2,
1,
2,
1,
2,
1,
2,
1,
1,
2,
1,
2,
2,
R> colnames(design)<-c("Sus","Res")

2,
2,
2,
1,
1)))

2,
1,
2,
2,

1,
1,
1,
1,

1,
2,
1,
2,

# Empirical Bayes analysis using package “LIMMA”.
R> library(limma)
R> fit<-lmFit(exdat,design)
R> contrast.matrix=makeContrasts(Res-Sus,levels=design)
R> fit1=contrasts.fit(fit,contrast.matrix)
R> fit2=eBayes(fit1)
# Transfer p-values to q-values.
R> library(qvalue)
R> qvaluetissue<-matrix(0,nrow=26981, ncol=1)
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R> for(i in 1:1){
aaa=qvalue(fit2$p.value[,i])
print(aaa$pi0)
qvaluetissue[,i]=aaa$qvalues
}
R> Res_Sus<-cbind(M.Res_Sus=fit2$coef[,1],qvalue.Res_Sus=qvaluetissue[,1])
R> write.table(Res_Sus,file="qvalue.txt")
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Appendix B
List of 269 TAGEMs associated with late blight resistance
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Sequence ID
Solyc01g006900_2_1
Solyc01g006930_2_1
Solyc01g007410_2_1
Solyc01g007480_1_1
Solyc01g007530_2_1
Solyc01g008250_2_1
Solyc01g010540_2_1
Solyc01g010580_2_1
Solyc01g016470_2_1
Solyc01g020290_1_1
Solyc01g028900_2_1
Solyc01g065920_1_1
Solyc01g067750_2_1
Solyc01g067910_2_1
Solyc01g068330_2_1
Solyc01g080790_2_1
Solyc01g081010_2_1
Solyc01g081390_2_1
Solyc01g087670_2_1
Solyc01g090690_2_1
Solyc01g096150_2_1
Solyc01g096550_2_1
Solyc01g096760_2_1
Solyc01g097760_2_1
Solyc01g097880_2_1
Solyc01g098150_2_1
Solyc01g100580_2_1
Solyc01g103740_2_1
Solyc01g106210_2_1
Solyc01g106260_2_1
Solyc01g107410_2_1
Solyc01g108180_2_1
Solyc01g108300_2_1
Solyc01g108530_2_1
Solyc01g109660_2_1
Solyc01g109990_2_1
Solyc01g110310_2_1
Solyc01g110490_2_1
Solyc01g110520_2_1
Solyc01g111420_2_1
Solyc01g112220_2_1

	
  

M-value (Res-Sus)
0.386607528
0.607681605
0.474944749
0.503913474
0.473949904
0.277657379
-0.547022587
-0.408186334
-0.542532501
-0.380140718
0.298987607
0.588954959
-0.276752333
0.54420155
-0.295882455
0.595043224
-0.329551237
0.325651483
-0.462799008
-0.357718511
0.507598664
-0.538531518
-0.45202474
-0.450863328
0.4719478
-0.501805698
-0.553338083
-0.354220012
-0.428067543
-0.374618816
-0.349087153
-0.35734891
-0.683715024
0.444257568
-0.367327119
-0.669241497
-0.314565501
-0.333970645
-0.295208715
-0.623452871
0.492265308

q-value (Res-Sus)
0.012237449
0.033424689
0.022733948
0.017062627
0.026321403
0.04979824
0.036368864
0.026036846
0.040440861
0.038300306
0.040926027
0.036368864
0.04715917
0.038300306
0.037861542
0.045164409
0.025609
0.037861542
0.033424689
0.035662336
0.033424689
0.019902436
0.033424689
0.012237449
0.040534247
0.043286207
0.0389268
0.039878118
0.026413065
0.038709109
0.042976362
0.026036846
0.036760238
0.020978644
0.033424689
0.022733948
0.026036846
0.035662336
0.035298922
0.027740955
0.041652753

Gene region (Mb)
1.473003
1.506539
1.861747
1.866963
1.872279
2.375077
5.553483
5.59047
20.123345
28.949136
33.896708
65.024242
69.081973
69.319303
69.934547
72.576549
72.829845
73.1121
74.360329
76.088526
79.016704
79.391836
79.54213
80.235519
80.33595
80.488056
82.326836
84.033386
85.918285
85.976768
86.742674
87.311387
87.422159
87.589549
88.321513
88.568486
88.806958
88.94607
88.954731
89.436294
90.032288
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Solyc02g014310_2_1
Solyc02g062700_2_1
Solyc02g062800_2_1
Solyc02g062910_1_1
Solyc02g067320_1_1
Solyc02g068830_1_1
Solyc02g069770_2_1
Solyc02g070330_2_1
Solyc02g071090_2_1
Solyc02g071210_2_1
Solyc02g077990_2_1
Solyc02g079210_2_1
Solyc02g079610_2_1
Solyc02g080020_1_1
Solyc02g080530_2_1
Solyc02g081380_2_1
Solyc02g081660_2_1
Solyc02g081680_2_1
Solyc02g081810_2_1
Solyc02g082920_2_1
Solyc02g084480_1_1
Solyc02g085180_2_1
Solyc02g085460_1_1
Solyc02g085650_2_1
Solyc02g087170_2_1
Solyc02g088620_2_1
Solyc02g090460_2_1
Solyc02g092770_2_1
Solyc03g005280_2_1
Solyc03g006880_2_1
Solyc03g007220_2_1
Solyc03g008000_1_1
Solyc03g019880_2_1
Solyc03g020090_1_1
Solyc03g080190_2_1
Solyc03g083400_2_1
Solyc03g083710_1_1
Solyc03g095850_1_1
Solyc03g096940_2_1
Solyc03g097020_2_1
Solyc03g097280_2_1
Solyc03g112820_2_1
Solyc03g113090_2_1
	
  

-0.436523696
-0.54178663
0.576297981
-0.572812366
-0.442958358
0.340197726
-0.475095661
-0.590056052
0.878348676
0.485197
0.258673396
-0.410653944
0.379390949
0.73513273
0.38333767
0.316689961
-0.464119332
-0.568482801
-0.485611431
1.071078222
-0.274109608
0.328728338
0.359235201
-0.53060387
-0.365214315
0.315608817
0.563640129
0.80826684
0.552457939
-0.58374021
0.627367032
0.282736718
0.382918507
0.523859769
1.085947808
0.472748513
0.549548986
0.388207181
0.249264947
-0.608738441
-0.348197788
-0.531607198
0.431215652

0.04715917
0.017062627
0.020420992
0.025609
0.020600741
0.030708491
0.0325469
0.0325469
0.014706184
0.012237449
0.046995828
0.04864248
0.035662336
0.017062627
0.042033862
0.041063232
0.0389268
0.038300306
0.042976362
0.018812655
0.04424127
0.035662336
0.033424689
0.016256561
0.033287722
0.0389268
0.025809756
0.013267679
0.038688202
0.039878118
0.036682262
0.0389268
0.0325469
0.017062627
0.036368864
0.033922469
0.039152807
0.039152807
0.04715917
0.027606174
0.036470609
0.04979824
0.048234005

6.937097
29.006768
29.157365
29.425706
32.098473
33.321008
34.16567
34.68139
35.154902
35.264074
37.374128
38.39763
38.702972
38.943484
39.317455
39.946724
40.107112
40.122531
40.195019
41.128832
42.14262
42.73673
42.923674
43.061571
44.230971
45.229936
46.579797
48.303721
0.161169
1.408533
1.783234
2.470707
6.77431
6.934996
45.625441
46.818412
47.198994
50.983692
52.766913
52.819992
53.040555
57.183847
57.427944
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Solyc03g113400_2_1
Solyc03g115540_1_1
Solyc03g116000_1_1
Solyc03g116380_2_1
Solyc03g118710_2_1
Solyc03g119590_1_1
Solyc03g119910_2_1
Solyc03g120350_2_1
Solyc03g120990_2_1
Solyc03g123530_2_1
Solyc04g007850_2_1
Solyc04g007990_1_1
Solyc04g015940_2_1
Solyc04g015950_1_1
Solyc04g039980_2_1
Solyc04g048900_2_1
Solyc04g049840_2_1
Solyc04g050370_1_1
Solyc04g050410_1_1
Solyc04g051670_2_1
Solyc04g051700_2_1
Solyc04g053130_2_1
Solyc04g055060_1_1
Solyc04g063360_2_1
Solyc04g064530_1_1
Solyc04g071620_2_1
Solyc04g074020_2_1
Solyc04g074430_1_1
Solyc04g077680_2_1
Solyc04g078200_2_1
Solyc04g079310_2_1
Solyc04g080340_2_1
Solyc04g080960_2_1
Solyc04g081260_2_1
Solyc04g081580_2_1
Solyc04g082020_2_1
Solyc04g082330_2_1
Solyc05g005150_1_1
Solyc05g005690_1_1
Solyc05g007510_2_1
Solyc05g008190_2_1
Solyc05g009870_2_1
Solyc05g010320_2_1
	
  

-0.261359307
-0.604494653
-0.5582257
-0.45441069
0.611168001
1.488711469
-1.212855715
-0.265327916
-0.609530201
-0.552463018
-0.457538351
0.600072478
-0.506948536
-0.649136723
0.491509952
0.859566584
-0.62905754
-0.431044739
-0.498238436
-0.486577742
-0.213025009
0.734199239
-0.491124002
-0.405382739
0.780820336
-0.613539804
0.925848569
-0.918234995
-0.334974734
0.421182067
-0.502963618
-0.305292552
0.304786474
-0.253139273
-0.57386415
0.428697985
-0.452017174
-1.072036611
-0.398005942
0.632187049
-0.395853799
0.28358522
0.556526594

0.04979824
0.030106538
0.048613519
0.013267679
0.042747446
0.033424689
0.033424689
0.042747446
0.036401403
0.017062627
0.033424689
0.033424689
0.033424689
0.013267679
0.022733948
0.042867094
0.025609
0.04715917
0.033424689
0.045605118
0.047072471
0.042388145
0.043286207
0.039552988
0.035899231
0.030701544
0.025609
0.043102062
0.042867094
0.044344631
0.045164409
0.017062627
0.043286207
0.042033862
0.018812655
0.039878118
0.035336473
0.027740955
0.031108875
0.013267679
0.036401403
0.049500004
0.020435619

57.608874
59.265019
59.596583
59.902999
61.609529
62.207834
62.510868
62.825268
63.268132
64.408487
1.518553
1.647782
6.462961
6.487752
30.736508
37.712981
42.788007
46.031365
46.161964
50.113944
50.170666
50.873327
52.779513
54.590862
54.804949
56.178656
57.625849
58.025424
60.204549
60.598399
61.412534
62.148519
62.610006
62.875381
63.118443
63.421329
63.629294
0.135882
0.510033
2.062303
2.575652
4.076564
4.465276
35	
  

	
  
Solyc05g010670_2_1
Solyc05g011990_2_1
Solyc05g014130_2_1
Solyc05g021410_1_1
Solyc05g032880_2_1
Solyc05g044580_2_1
Solyc05g047420_2_1
Solyc05g047520_2_1
Solyc05g050000_2_1
Solyc05g050380_2_1
Solyc05g052700_2_1
Solyc05g053780_2_1
Solyc05g054580_2_1
Solyc05g054810_2_1
Solyc05g055310_2_1
Solyc06g005610_1_1
Solyc06g007510_2_1
Solyc06g011280_2_1
Solyc06g034380_1_1
Solyc06g035580_2_1
Solyc06g050400_1_1
Solyc06g050760_1_1
Solyc06g050900_2_1
Solyc06g051270_2_1
Solyc06g054320_1_1
Solyc06g059870_1_1
Solyc06g060670_2_1
Solyc06g063180_1_1
Solyc06g068130_2_1
Solyc06g071870_2_1
Solyc06g071880_2_1
Solyc06g072120_2_1
Solyc06g072350_2_1
Solyc06g073330_2_1
Solyc06g082570_1_1
Solyc06g082650_2_1
Solyc06g082670_2_1
Solyc06g083820_2_1
Solyc06g084050_2_1
Solyc07g005730_2_1
Solyc07g005930_2_1
Solyc07g006710_1_1
Solyc07g006950_2_1
	
  

-0.494711359
-0.563934407
-0.580212636
0.370223796
-0.37953251
0.683135839
-0.375878029
-0.27040073
-0.684906787
0.831190078
-0.466559947
-0.49013885
-0.293490815
-0.48838115
0.33860212
0.938732379
0.392698074
-0.377344604
-0.530284882
0.475240517
-0.527363586
0.546400702
0.841965998
0.279445352
0.474896145
0.847664259
-0.386943614
0.473436764
1.554244141
-0.44480046
-0.326734977
-0.302422979
0.500270951
-0.307284965
0.843972906
-0.415346893
-0.351136126
-0.392326638
0.33558675
0.389609791
-0.597330651
-0.431681049
0.449435048

0.014706184
0.025609
0.022158203
0.033424689
0.020435619
0.025609
0.038300306
0.042889652
0.02118244
0.042033862
0.017062627
0.033424689
0.037441629
0.012237449
0.046807944
0.012237449
0.017062627
0.046460599
0.042618134
0.018812655
0.017187446
0.012237449
0.046460599
0.048593673
0.01449885
0.017062627
0.043535876
0.044280089
0.016256561
0.012237449
0.042867094
0.020978644
0.037441629
0.045605118
0.00367073
0.035662336
0.037441629
0.042867094
0.027740955
0.0325469
0.033424689
0.033424689
0.036426222

4.883167
5.19496
7.825077
27.332065
45.539872
56.224618
58.012355
58.151405
58.997556
59.634104
62.051692
62.958028
63.611603
63.775298
64.143436
0.671374
1.501286
6.257892
20.891438
21.287092
29.495559
30.027192
30.259226
30.991736
33.626366
34.16014
35.076833
36.296273
38.618906
40.668511
40.673158
40.837031
41.013416
41.570956
44.633411
44.698091
44.712684
45.415855
45.606674
0.597045
0.764089
1.564614
1.775934
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Solyc07g008280_2_1
Solyc07g009330_2_1
Solyc07g014730_2_1
Solyc07g021180_1_1
Solyc07g032490_2_1
Solyc07g042440_2_1
Solyc07g044930_2_1
Solyc07g047670_2_1
Solyc07g047790_2_1
Solyc07g053120_2_1
Solyc07g053730_2_1
Solyc07g054970_1_1
Solyc07g056040_2_1
Solyc07g061970_2_1
Solyc07g062000_1_1
Solyc07g063770_2_1
Solyc07g064350_1_1
Solyc07g065340_1_1
Solyc07g065640_2_1
Solyc07g066410_2_1
Solyc08g006000_2_1
Solyc08g008420_2_1
Solyc08g008520_2_1
Solyc08g062330_2_1
Solyc08g062970_1_1
Solyc08g063130_2_1
Solyc08g065760_2_1
Solyc08g068090_2_1
Solyc08g075280_2_1
Solyc08g076890_2_1
Solyc08g078000_2_1
Solyc08g078870_1_1
Solyc08g080850_2_1
Solyc08g081180_2_1
Solyc09g005760_2_1
Solyc09g005860_2_1
Solyc09g005910_2_1
Solyc09g009530_2_1
Solyc09g010120_2_1
Solyc09g031800_1_1
Solyc09g074620_2_1
Solyc09g075120_2_1
Solyc09g082810_2_1
	
  

0.661701602
-0.4824003
0.791965778
-0.332432317
-0.726920947
0.370740887
-0.506129476
-0.342272862
-0.500626023
0.771802779
-0.456581882
-0.62989742
0.391231492
0.316502407
-0.369916997
0.71857693
-0.522590729
-0.824609599
0.519074182
-0.596024661
0.413337478
0.576471866
0.396881511
0.631088322
0.680592268
0.607783423
-0.307663028
0.457714211
0.702720259
-0.568853601
0.417687228
-0.728297728
-0.414908862
0.31663964
-0.562042184
0.391440981
-0.273221363
0.638132547
0.313632335
0.360674617
0.483465328
0.317860298
-1.457425035

0.014706184
0.014706184
0.0389268
0.044344631
0.033516387
0.046097992
0.026036846
0.026230106
0.035662336
0.014706184
0.012237449
0.026036846
0.039878118
0.012237449
0.0325469
0.025609
0.036368864
0.012237449
0.024210614
0.013143032
0.042867094
0.04715917
0.020978644
0.013267679
0.033424689
0.027740955
0.049783989
0.035899231
0.042867094
0.040926027
0.033424689
0.014706184
0.045858174
0.026413065
0.042033862
0.042867094
0.043535876
0.017062627
0.042618134
0.048101101
0.017187446
0.033424689
0.025609

3.04999
4.378704
5.197542
16.778326
39.134351
52.904495
55.294938
56.216949
56.327803
58.89256
59.475787
60.453681
61.261819
62.054708
62.087377
63.352575
63.761602
64.367108
64.560188
65.063199
0.763883
2.840026
2.920289
48.116286
49.66425
49.980107
51.280952
54.379422
56.546932
57.988031
59.044988
59.728469
61.201523
61.415165
0.527331
0.602117
0.629824
2.936861
3.499761
23.985304
61.937997
62.42331
63.876458
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Solyc09g090740_2_1
Solyc09g092080_2_1
Solyc09g092390_2_1
Solyc09g098240_2_1
Solyc10g007060_2_1
Solyc10g008050_1_1
Solyc10g009430_2_1
Solyc10g018280_1_1
Solyc10g018810_1_1
Solyc10g047120_1_1
Solyc10g050440_1_1
Solyc10g055740_1_1
Solyc10g055760_1_1
Solyc10g076530_1_1
Solyc10g076550_1_1
Solyc10g078660_1_1
Solyc10g079820_1_1
Solyc10g079830_1_1
Solyc10g080360_1_1
Solyc10g083940_1_1
Solyc10g084040_1_1
Solyc10g084590_2_1
Solyc10g084740_1_1
Solyc10g085580_1_1
Solyc10g085700_1_1
Solyc11g007010_1_1
Solyc11g011210_1_1
Solyc11g013260_1_1
Solyc11g020810_1_1
Solyc11g022600_1_1
Solyc11g066530_1_1
Solyc11g071770_1_1
Solyc12g008640_1_1
Solyc12g008760_1_1
Solyc12g009540_1_1
Solyc12g011150_1_1
Solyc12g013750_1_1
Solyc12g014090_1_1
Solyc12g014600_1_1
Solyc12g017240_1_1
Solyc12g017630_1_1
Solyc12g019160_1_1
Solyc12g035400_1_1
	
  

-0.460365057
-0.623453516
-0.233238942
-0.327662113
-0.305270721
0.585996574
0.433133021
-0.637073309
-0.581594107
-0.408104204
0.329404881
1.220995676
1.02634796
0.877637656
1.180442151
-0.324564398
0.291410693
0.336043148
0.507561976
-0.838511867
0.398251256
-1.4901488
-0.513417054
-0.411990034
0.473450875
-0.604420286
0.772384653
-0.39563734
-0.502088743
-0.316342829
-0.563993987
-0.323963083
0.377209149
-0.640127357
0.50301793
0.562210529
-0.616322255
-0.496086379
-0.288957273
-1.314866021
-0.495643187
0.626157294
0.455942636

0.014706184
0.038688202
0.037861542
0.017062627
0.030106538
0.0389268
0.04715917
0.036368864
0.038709109
0.024014073
0.033424689
0.005793048
0.033424689
0.04715917
0.012237449
0.049500004
0.042033862
0.042618134
0.012237449
0.042033862
0.042388145
0.02118244
0.017062627
0.037441629
0.030106538
0.025609
0.014706184
0.035662336
0.012237449
0.037861542
0.013267679
0.017187446
0.0389268
0.038709109
0.036401403
0.039552988
0.042033862
0.033424689
0.035298922
0.042867094
0.04979824
0.033424689
0.042388145

65.522093
66.580614
66.849458
67.365058
1.440865
2.204838
3.49536
7.243032
10.157168
35.318939
45.22922
52.785894
52.871391
58.839604
58.844393
59.721816
60.636659
60.640242
60.977129
62.966616
63.037355
63.374924
63.478512
64.023741
64.119318
1.497059
4.263748
6.170897
12.195304
14.689832
49.370946
52.229263
2.017171
2.116904
2.785567
3.98964
4.57192
4.901928
5.600467
6.426369
7.087202
9.392239
24.685189
38	
  

	
  
Solyc12g042230_1_1
Solyc12g043110_1_1
Solyc12g044240_1_1
Solyc12g044940_1_1
Solyc12g094570_1_1
Solyc12g094580_1_1
Solyc12g094650_1_1
Solyc12g095990_1_1
Solyc12g096610_1_1
Solyc12g097010_1_1
Solyc12g098880_1_1
Solyc12g099160_1_1
Solyc12g099280_1_1

	
  

-0.44114791
-0.294773336
0.636893356
0.477231447
-0.70179903
-0.777813948
0.806842442
-0.226296822
0.471594912
0.531172104
1.000284845
0.780878992
-0.521071525

0.036368864
0.046995828
0.049783989
0.042747446
0.012237449
0.012237449
0.017187446
0.042889652
0.033424689
0.044280089
0.012237449
0.012237449
0.035662336

42.817082
44.210946
44.589739
45.736315
63.101257
63.103183
63.156769
63.417253
63.789621
64.027833
64.597137
64.752122
64.816628
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